
Greetings: 

 

Trying to gauge the interest in a fall spey clinic with Jeff Putnam in on Sunday October 8th from 

9-1pm. Everyone has so enjoyed our past spey clinics with Jeff, that we are going to do it again 

if I can get enough attendees. Jeff (of Jeff Putnam's Fly Fishing Schools http://jpflyfishing.com/) 

will lead 4 hour tune-up spey casting lesson for minimum of 6 (max. 10) CFFU members. Jeff 

managed Kiene's Fly Shop before establishing his own school for fly casting and fishing, and 

while you will still find him occasionally behind the counter of the new shop, you are more 

likely to see him demonstrating spey casting at regional shows and clubs, or teaching on the 

river. Jeff started using the two-handed rod long before it became fashionable, and Jeff has been 

a IFFF Certified Spey Casting Instructor from the inception of the IFFF certification program. In 

my opinion, Jeff is one of the best casting instructors in the area for the double- or singled-

handed rod. This class will be for those who have worked with a two-handed or switch rod 

before, and are looking to improve their casts and perhaps pick up some new techniques. 

Advanced-beginners and intermediate spey casters would all benefit from this workshop. Jeff is 

usually very good about having access to the latest equipment, and more lines than you could 

possibly imagine, so this can be a great opportunity to try out other rods and lines, thus 

narrowing the eternal search for the perfect combination. Cost of the class is $50/person, which 

is quite a deal when you look at the going rate for spey casting instruction. 

 

You can reserve as spot by dropping me a line and if we get enough interest, you will have to 

also send me a check for $50 made out to "Jeff Putnam's Fly Fishing Schools" for that spot to be 

confirmed. If you want to attend, get back to me as soon as you can.  

 

----  

John E. Daniels     jedaniels@ucdavis.edu 
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